D3 - for national & regional banks
DIGITEC´s D3 Pricing

Why choose D3?

A powerful and feature-rich Foreign Exchange and Money
Market rate engine covering cross and arbitrage calculations.
D3 Pricing can handle all currency pair combinations and
their associated public holidays, cross and broken date
calculations and offers smart and simple spread and bid/
offer margin management. It also includes several interpolation methods, step curves and different average price
calculations.

A rapidly growing FX and MM e-commerce market requires
a highly reliable and accurate pricing of financial instruments, at lowest latency and across all the tradable currency
pairs. Digitec provides its clients with new D3 releases on an
annual basis allowing our clients to maintain or even grow
their position in this business and improve investment and
trading decisions. D3 can handle many market specialties
such as early New Zealand date rolls, day count methods or
NDF 1M calculations.
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Choose from a variety of different market data import
interfaces, such as Thomson Reuters, Bloomberg, ECN’s or
Multi-Bank Channels, Microsoft Excel or our own flexible
API interface which allows you to connect to any source of
your choice. Export of rates and price quotes can be handled
via Digitec’s API interface or Thomson Reuters RIC infrastructure. This permits your streaming accurate quotes to all
trading applications 24 hours a day. To provide sales desks
with the latest quotes, D3 offers an easy deployable
view-only web interface.

Tr ading
Apps

D3 is the perfect toolbox for yield curve construction according to your own firm’s specific
analytic and trading requirements.
The stepwise construction process along a
consistent timeline ensures perfect control while
offering an outstanding flexibility. Fitting even
highly complex curves feels comprehensively
intuitive. Ask for a D3 demo today.
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BenefIts
R APIDLY INCREASE TR ADING VOLUME
instantly be a market leader and widely visible
E-commerce participant
supported FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS
FX Forward, Swaps, NDFs, Spot and MM Rates
IMPROVE MARKET DATA
you select free and useful market rates from various
independent providers
REDUCE RISK AND COST
Easy to install and D3`s safety features help you
ensure correct pricing quotes; hosted application
minimizes costs for hardware and tech support

DIGITEC GmbH, head-quartered in
Hamburg, is a long established and well recognized
market leader of software solutions for the
professional trading and investment management
rooms. Highest quality personal D3 Pricing
assistance is provided 7 days/24 hours via its head
office-based support and maintenance teams,
equipped to directly assist traders and sales people
as well as operational and IT staff.
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